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FAMILY



DEAR HFO FAMILY,

The forces in our world that seek to divide and alienate seem to be 
as strong today as ever. Racial tensions, political polarization, and 
civil unrest show the brokenness of humanity and our society. At 
times it can feel like this separation is just inevitable. Unstoppable. 
Hopeless!

Here at HFO we believe in Hope! We believe that love is the 
final fight. We have found that on a small scale our community 
of diversity has been bound together by love and commitment to 
form something very powerful, a new FAMILY!

That simple word is the anchor that holds up our society and the 
last hope for humanity. Learning we are all special, we are all loved, 
and we are all connected to one another, we are all part of one 
family. This truth changes everything.

Family isn’t a question of blood or color of skin, but rather a 
question of love and commitment.

Here we never give up when someone is down, and celebrate 
every mountain top. We’ve walked down graduation aisles and 
visited jail cells. We’ve had hard conversations, asked one another 
for forgiveness. We’ve cried at funerals together, and celebrated 
the birth of newborn babies. Here at HFO we see love changing 
each and every one of us. And what the world needs now during 
these crazy days is love. The world could learn much from the HFO 
Family!

LOREN CARRIERE

MISSION

HFO is actively empowering 
a movement of hope—
focused on community 
development through 
educational support, 

neighborhood outreach, & 
intentional relationships—
grounded in the truth that 
Love Changes Everything.
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BUILDING HOPE: 
nurturing families 

2016/2017 BRINGS GROWTH TO HFO

Over the last 9 years of serving our community 
we have learned many valuable lessons. One of 
the most challenging realizations we’ve had is 
that many of our students are already significantly 
behind by the time they begin our program in 4th 
grade. Some students have learning challenges 
that have been overlooked for years, which has 
put them at a tremendous disadvantage for their 
future. In our minds this was unacceptable.

At the end of 2016 and throughout the Spring 
of 2017 we shared our vision to remedy this 
problem with our friends at the Blue Cross Blue 
Shield of Louisiana Foundation (BCBSLF).  

We are excited to announce that through our 
partnership with BCBSLF and other important 
stakeholders, we will have this newest part of 
the HFO program filled with twenty-five 1st 
through 3rd graders by summer 2018. 

SPECIAL THANKS

Among our many community partnerships, 
we would like to extend a special thanks 
to the Blue Cross Blue Shield of Louisiana 
Foundation for their support through the 
2016 Angel Awards, the BCBS Fellows 

Program and the upcoming Impact Grant to 
fund the Lower Elementary Program :



    2013/2014             2014/2015    2015/2016           2016/2017

Report Card Average  2.53          2.35     2.71               2.66
Percent passing all classes 88%          94%   98%           97%

Improved reading fluency 
2 grade levels
            

PASSED ALL CLASSES
AVERAGE GPA 2.66

Students who did not pass onto the 
next grade level were in the 4th 
grade, prompting HFO to create an 
Early Elementary tutoring program 
for grades 1-3 next year.

97%

82% 
ORAL READING 
FLUENCY 
IMPROVEMENT

This improvement was 
marked by at least a 
one or more grade-level 
increase in fluency.

86% 
REACHED 
ORAL READING 
BENCHMARK

The majority of students 
began the year two to 
three grade levels behind 
benchmark.

2016/2017 REPORT 
CARD DATA

Forty 4th – 8th graders & 
25 high school students 
participate in our after school 
program each year. 

Our time with students 
focuses academically on 
math & reading remediation 
& homework help. Other 
elements of our program 
include parent participation, 
enrichment trips, & lots of 
basketball.

To better understand how 
we are helping our students, 
we track reading levels at 
several points throughout the 
year for our 4th through 6th 
graders.

HOPE ON 
THE HILL:
TUTORING

AT A GLANCE

56%         71%   79%           82%



“

This spring, I partnered with Hope for 
Opelousas to quantify their impact through 
a felllows program of my employer, Blue 
Cross Blue Shield of Louisiana.  In learn-
ing more about the organization I came to 
understand that this “after school tutoring 
program” is so much more. As a parent of 
high school and college-aged children I saw 
something HFO knew but did not see as 
clearly.  HFO impacts the parents of the 
children they serve in a way that is possibly 
greater and certainly more immediate than 
the impact of the children they serve.  

I had the honor of speaking to and survey-
ing HFO parents and found that HFO’s im-
pact is multifaceted and deep.  

A good portion of HFO’s impact on the to-
tal child and family could not be quantified 
through numbers or statistics alone.   HFO 
indirectly impacts  the physical, emotional,
spiritual and intellectual development of 
the child while also providing extended 
hope and inspiration to the supporting 
family unit.

I was inspired to see the commitment to 
healthy lifestyles as students took jogs in 
preparation for upcoming camping trips.  
Parents were grateful that the staff
would take an interest in the life activities 

outside of the classroom by inspiring them 
to excel in extracurricular activities such as 
sports, arts and musical endeavors.

The time staff spent with tutoring also pro-
vided parents relief such that more quality 
time could be spent at home over dinner.  
More importantly, the life skills shared
by HFO enable students to become am-
bassadors of excellence with in their re-
spective schools and communities. 

The nurturing efforts of HFO are truly 
a labor of love and a testimony that love 
changes everything.

an outside perspective
HFO NURTURES FAMILY 
BY: DECARLA HODOH, BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF LOUISIANA FELLOW 

“They instill an accountability 
model and are extended hands 
in raising my family. They have 
attended theater and dance 
performances. It’s bigger than 
just the school, tutoring and 
academics. It’s offering extended 
family time and support when I 
can and when I can’t.”             

 Kelly Babineaux, Parent



             In any family if you ask the kids to recount their  
         favorite memories growing up the answer will 
almost certainly be time spent TOGETHER! Whether it be going out for ice cream or traveling 
across the country each bonding experience brings you closer.  At HFO we believe in academic 
excellence but we equally believe in living life with our kids.  Some of these life experiences 
are designed to build character, others for life skills, and others just to be with the kids….laugh, 
play and grow!

FAMILY BONDING

In the fall of 2016 HFO basketball completed our 
4th championship season undefeated with Athletes 
for Christ Outreach basketball league. Our coaches 
were then looking for a greater challenge. Enter 
AAU basketball, where some of the top high school 
players play. In the spring of 2017 we joined AAU 
traveling mostly north of Opelousas to compete. 
We had a great season, ending the season with a 
record of 12-2. We placed in every tournament, 
winning 1st twice, and 2nd once. Our season was 
cut short by the untimely passing of 11th grader 
Dashaun Foster. Dashaun was a three-sport athlete 
and member of the HFO basketball team for two 
seasons. He will greatly be missed by all the players 
and coaches at HFO. 

2016 ATHLETES FOR CHRIST CHAMPS! 

KIDS ACROSS AMERICA

2017 marks our 6th year at bringing our 
students to Kids Across America Kamps.  
Every year our students are excited to go back.  
They are encouraged in the Gospel, compete 
and gain skills in their sport, and participate 
in fun and challenging activities throughout 
the week.  We rolled into camp with nearly 70 
members of our Opelousas family.

CELEBRATING AS A FAMILY
OUTSIDE OF TUTORING, OUR HFO STAFF, BOARD MEMBERS VOLUNTEERS AND KIDS CELEBRATE THE BIG 
AND SMALL MILESTONES IN LIFE (L- JR. RING CEREMONY, C-GIRLS SLEEPOVER, R-FARM DAY)

4Xchamps

LSU GAMES

SWIM PARTY

70 kids @ KAA



ADVENTURE CREW 
California here we come...

From one coast to the other, HFO’s Adventure Crew has touched them both.   This summer 
we dipped our toes in the Pacific Ocean for the very first time.  Previously, our westward 
travels had brought us to the mountains of Colorado and to the Grand Canyon where 
California was just out of reach.  We began the journey together preparing for a strenuous 
hike through the wet sand and boulder fields of the Lost Coast Trail in Northern California.  
As we traveled to our trail-head it became very clear how appropriately this trail was 
named. The world we now inhabited was untouched, rugged, and we, like the trail, were 
LOST to rest of the world.  

Exploring San Francisco and Los Angeles provided encounters that the kids had only 
dreamed about.  All of a sudden the things they see on TV are not so far removed, forcing 
them to come to terms with how diverse our world is but also how connected we are to 
it. Anytime you put 11 people together on a 5,000 mile trip you can be sure there will be 
spats and disagreements, but those memories fade quickly leaving a family that has grown 
together through trials and triumph.

”
Kaylynn Semien

Adventure Crew Member

“ Nature really has power. I love it, it brings serenity. I learned 
that peace of mind overpowers everything. That’s what the trail 
gave me. 

52 MILES
HIKED BY THE 
ADVENTURE CREW

THANK YOU TO THE COLUMBIA/
GRASSROOTS OUTDOOR ALLIANCE AND 
PACK & PADDLE FOR THE  SUPPORT OF OUR 
ADVENTURE CREW!



Our Summer Interns (who conduct four-week math and reading skills camps for our students) 
& Mission Teams continue to come & experience how “Love Changes Everything”- including 
them. We believe that when the bible talks about loving your neighbor as yourself, beginning 
with your actual neighbor is not a bad place to start. 

2016/2017 
REPORT 6SUMMER 

INTERNS

22COLLEGE 
STUDENTS 

BRINGING THE WORLD TO HFO

Pictured are Candie Richardson and Taylor Smith, members of the summer mission team crew.

8MEMBERS OF 
OUT-OF-STATE
MISSION TEAM

The Richardson family has developed a 
unique relationship with Hope for Opelousas. 
Candie and Shay Richardson met Loren at 
Kids Across America in 2015. Over the years, 
the Richardson family has housed the HFO 
Adventure Crew as they traveled through 
Tennessee. This summer, the relationship 
turned full circle when the Richardson 
family was able to come and serve Hope for 

Opelousas. After the Northwestern crew joined us in the spring to start painting the exterior 
of our newest house, the Richardson family was able to continue with the inside renovations. 
We love the relationship we have nurtured with Candie and Shay but more than that, we are 
thankful for the Hope for Opelousas family that extends all the way to Hixson, TN.

MEET THE RICHARDSON FAMILY 

60MEMBERS OF 
SERVICE GROUPS
VOLUNTEERING



AGENTS OF HOPE

One of the keys to our success is having 
a hardworking, dedicated staff. The front 
lines of this staff are 11 committed students 
serving as Agents of Hope. 

Three days a week, the Agents tutor & 
mentor younger students, & one day a 
week they participate in college & life 
skills preparation for their next steps after 
high school. Thank you to the Pugh Family 
Foundation for your support of this program 
since its inception- it has grown to become 
an important part of our tutoring program 
and your support means so much to us! 

”Nykara Gonzales
HFO Agent of Hope

“ Hope for Opelousas is not only a place where kids can expand their knowledge, but 
it is a chance for them to grow as a person. And I, for one, am extremely grateful that 
I get to be a part of such a wonderful experience. Working with the kids has even 
encouraged me to better myself in everyday life. We all share laughs and have literally 
became one big giant family. 

ADULT MINISTRIES

MOM’S 
BIBLE 
STUDY

We had another great year of our HFO moms partnering 
with moms from Westminster’s Moms in Prayer group to 
gather and support each other monthly. This special group 
also held a Mothers Day celebration complete with dinner 
and fun giveaways for all of our HFO community’s moms and 
grandmothers.



COVER STORY

WE ARE 
FAMILY:
 
HFO Student Jasmine 
and her mom Starler 
have faced challenges 
with the support of the 
HFO Family

Jasmine and her mom Starler joined the Hope for Opelousas family in the fall of 2014 
when Jasmine was just a little wide-eyed fourth grader. Starler’s main concern for 
Jasmine was becoming proficient in math. That year the common core standard in math 
was just beginning to be introduced and Starler began feeling unable to help Jasmine 
with her schoolwork. 

When most individuals get the opportunity to put their child in a tutoring program, 
they take a step back in their interaction with their child’s schoolwork. That is what’s 
particularly incredible about this family; the more support they receive, the more 
engaged the are. 

Through the years, Jasmine and Starler have become particularly close to Elementary 
Director Mrs. Nasia. Most evenings, you can find Jasmine staying after tutoring to get 
extra help, sometimes until 9-10pm. 

“Jasmine has such a strong drive to be a better student, that she chooses to stay and 
work night after night to enhance her skills. Starler often stays to learn how to better 
help Jasmine at home.  It is through both of their hard work that Jasmine’s confidence, 
success and their family happiness comes from,” said Nasia Wood, HFO Elementary 
Director. 

Starler is a parent who is committed to her child’s success. She is active in the schools, 
active in discipline with Jasmine, and very supportive of HFO and Mrs. Nasia. They work 
together and a Parent-Student-Mentor partnership to give Jasmine the best support 
they can. But through working towards this common goal, something way more 
precious has developed; a friendship. A family. 

”

“ HFO has been there for me in good times and bad. 
Mrs. Nasia has walked with Jasmine and I through 
many highs and lows and it is because of her love 
that I can confidently say Hope for Opelousas is 
more than just a place it is a family – OUR family – 
that knows that Love Changes Everything!

Starler King



BUILDING  A LEGACY OF

Often times our toughest trials become the fuel for our 
greatest success. The class pictured above began their high 
school career by tragically losing a classmate, cousin, and 
brother in Christ, Jaylin “Pop” Levier on the first day of their 
9th grade year. This loss was initially unbearable, the kind of 
painful loss that seems to have no reason or purpose. Then 
we saw that Jaylin, even in his death was bringing together 
the family of HFO and our entire community. 

Over the last four years of high-school our young men and 
women would always challenge themselves to reach for their 
dreams by saying the line, “Do it for Pop.” Though Pop left 
this earth in bodily form on that day in August, he never left 
the hearts of our family. At graduation his mom Keisha was 
honored by Jaylin’s friends, showing the true power of love 
and friendship that not even death could extinguish. We will 
never forget our brother Jaylin!

A SALUTE TO THE CLASS OF 2017
HFO is proud to announce the graduation of these 7 students. We are so proud of you and 
can’t wait to see what love you share! 

1.  KEVIN COLEMAN, Top Row Left
2.  TY THOMAS, Top Row Center
3.  JORDAN GREENE, Top Row Right
4. CAM’ROM CHARLES, Middle Row Left 
5.  JUWAN MANUEL, Middle Row Center
6.  KEVIN THOMAS, Middle Row Right
7.  CHRIS SAPP, Bottom Row Right
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‘Take the first step in faith. You don’t have to see the whole staircase, just 
take the first step.’- Martin Luther King, Jr.

Hope for Opelousas has stepped up and forward for the children 
of St. Landry Parish. They believe, as I believe, that every child will 
succeed if given a safe and supportive environment.

“

”
Patrick Jenkins

St. Landry Parish School Board Superintendent 


